
[ career doctor ]

By Nalini Moore, Mahlab Recruitment

Dear Career Doctor
Throughout my articles year, I was reprimanded 
and threatened by my supervising partner. I 
was given no guidance from him when I asked 
for help, instead being told that I was obviously 
not capable of becoming a lawyer and why was 
I even given articles? Whenever I made an 
error, he loudly told other staff how stupid I was 
- even at drinks nights in front of all my peers. I 
am no longer working under him, but his 
treatment has led me to feel like I can’t do the 
job, and then I make even more mistakes. I get 
really anxious as soon as I enter the office in 
the morning. I’ve been told not to take it so 
personally, as he treats all the articled clerks 
like this, but I am now disillusioned with the 
profession and want to leave the firm. However, 
I don’t want to go without doing something or I 
will feel like I really am a failure.

Victim

Dear Victim
Unfortunately, your first year of professional life 
has been an unpleasant one. Whilst I believe 
the incidence of such behaviour is on the 
wane, thanks to our increased awareness of 
workplace bullying, unfortunately some junior 
practitioners still encounter unprofessional and 
unacceptable behaviour at work.

Some partners, although very good technical 
lawyers, are not capable of properly 
supervising and training junior practitioners. 
This is no excuse for such behaviour - it is 
unacceptable in any workplace.

I am pleased that you no longer work directly 
with this partner, but the damaging impact this 
behaviour has had on your career and your 
self-esteem is concerning. There are several 
steps that you can take to address the issue, 
resolve your continuing anxiety and disillusion
ment with the legal profession, and to make 
your workplace a better place for yourself and 
for others:

■ Workplace bullying is a very real issue and 
can affect the performance, productivity 
and profitability of both the individual and 
the organisation. Many organisations will 
have internal processes in place to deal with 
these sorts of issues. Talk to your Human 
Resources Manager/General Manager about 
the situation. They will be able to explain the

firm’s established processes for dealing with 
such issues and to suggest a range of ways 
of managing the situation. If you belong to a 
smaller organisation that does not have 
such resources in-house, there may be 
another partner or senior lawyer with whom 
you can discuss the situation. You may also 
prefer to use the Law Institute'of Victoria's 
counselling service.

■ Use your personal network to support you, 
such as your family and close friends. 
Alternatively, you may want to speak to an 
independent workplace counsellor. You will 
be surprised how much better you will feel 
by sharing your feelings and knowing that 
you have a strong support network.

■ Try to re-build your confidence at work by 
identifying and undertaking tasks that 
you know you can do well. Enlist the support 
of your current supervising partner to 
assist you. Then ask for feedback from 
your supervising partner and other senior 
solicitors in your work group. The more 
positive feedback you get, the better you will 
feel about yourself and your work.

I hope these suggestions help you to start 
rebuilding your confidence and making your 
work environment enjoyable again. Life's too 
short to put up with bullying!

LIV Junior Counselling Service - For contact 
details of the Law Institute of Victoria’s Junior 
Counsellors, please go to: www.liv.asn.au/ 
sections/younglawyers/about-junior.html.

Dear Career Doctor
I have a problem with my office. For starters, it 
isn’t one. It’s a cubicle. I thought that lawyers 
were important people who had offices! The 
one advantage of the cubicle is that if I crane 
my neck, look down the hall, through the 
partner’s door and out the partner’s window,. I 
can sometimes see the sun. Also, what can I do 
to brighten up my workspace? I brought in a 
plant, but the fetid air-conditioned air and the 
fluorescent lighting meant that it died in a 
matter of days. No amount of novelty mugs and 
pictures of my friends seem to brighten it up.

Workstation prisoner

Dear Workstation prisoner
I hear you! Given the time most lawyers spend 
in their offices, it is important that they enjoy the 
space in which they work. Unfortunately, not all

organisations are in a position to offer all 
solicitors a spacious office, and many firms are 
moving to open plan workspaces for everyone 
- including partners! So, how do you create an 
enjoyable workspace?

Feng Shui (pronounced "phung schway") is an 
ancient Chinese art that works on placing 
objects in your environment to allow positive 
energy to flow freely. For your workplace, this 
could mean achieving a result that will reduce 
stress, increase productivity and make you 
happier in that environment.

Here are some tips to a healthier and wealthier 
workplace environment:

■ Avoid clutter in your workspace and keep 
your desk tidy. In Feng Shui speak, energy 
tends to get trapped in clutter.

■ Feng Shui experts say that a fish tank 
placed in a wealth area will bring good 
results and success in your career. Also, it 
will act as a good replacement for that poor 
plant!

■ You should be facing your office door when 
seated at your desk. This may be a problem 
for you in your cubicle! Feng Shdi experts 
suggest hanging a mirror or reflective 
device near your desk so that you can see 
your door from where you are sitting. And to 
address your specific needs, a mirror would 
give the illusion of a larger space.

■ Activating your senses in your office is 
another Feng Shui principle. So your photos 
of friends is good! Try adding jazzed up 
desk accessories, such as a clock or 
paperweight, and maybe even some flowers 
to remind you of the outside world.

Career Doctor

If you have a career problem that 
you would like the Career Doctor 
to address, email nalini.moore@ 
mahlab.com.au. ■
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